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Abstract
In this paper a reversible watermarking method based on generalized integer
transform of a vector with n pixels is presented. This method was firstly introduced
by Alattar (called Alattar’s method) has been concerned and expanded because it can
achieve high embedding capacity without losing the implication of the cover.
According to Alattar’s method, n-1 bits could be embedded into a vector with n pixels
if this vector is expandable. The evaluation of vector expandability has exponential
complexity in the length of the vector, so computing time is inversely proportional
complexity of the embedding capacity. This is why this method can only use the
vector with 3 or 4 pixels in practical. The larger the vector size is, the higher the
embedding capacity is, thus, the embedding ability is not gained as mentioned in
theoretical analysis. This paper proposes the expandable and changeable criteria for a
vector with linear complexity in the length of a vector. Therefore, the embedding
capacity of Alattar’s method is really obtained as theory indicated. Experimental
results show that schemes which use the proposed algorithms to check if a vector is
expandable and changeable, are much faster and outperform several widely different
(used) schemes in terms of computational complexity. The public key watermarking
based on the proposed reversible algorithm is faster and more efficient as well as
detecting any modifications of the watermarked image.

Keywords: reversible watermarking, difference expansion, integer transform,
prediction error expansion, public key
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1 Introduction
Digital watermarking is a technique to embed useful data (watermark) into
media such as image, audio, video etc... The embedded watermark can be detected
or extracted out in order to reveal the real owner/identity of the digital media.
There are many ways to classify watermarking. For using objectives,
watermarking techniques are classified into robust, semi-fragile and fragile
watermarking. Robust watermarking is applied in copyright protection purposes
while fragile watermarking is to detect any pixel changes and to locate changed
parts of the image [1]. Watermarking method is divided into private key and
public key watermarking regard to key. This paper relates to public key fragile
reversible watermarking. Reversible watermarking is a method such that restoring
host image and extracting original watermark are necessary.
Many valuable reversible watermarking methods have been researched in the
literature. Some primary approaches are proposed such as difference expansion
(DE), based compression, histogram shifting (HS) and prediction error expansion
(PEE). The most currently interested technique is based on difference expansion.
The first DE proposed by Tian [5] is an effective approach. DE technique is
carried out on pairs of pixels, and each expandable pair is embedded by one bit.
This method can obtain a high capacity with a low distortion. Tian’s method is a
fundamental work of reversible watermarking and has recently been researched
and expanded [2, 4, 6, 7, 9, 10, 17]. For instance, Alattar [3] generalizes the DE
technique by taking a set of n pixels rather than a pair of pixels [8, 11, 12, 13, 14
and 15] which achieves a significant improvement incorporating the DE technique
with other methods such as histogram shifting, prediction error expansion (PEE),
etc…, in order to gain higher capacity and a lower distortion.
In this paper, we focus on Alattar’s method since this technique can achieve a
high embedding ability and good imperceptibility. According to Alattar, n-1
subtractions ui  u1 , i  2,3 n are formed by a vector with n pixels (u1 , u 2, , un ) ,
where one bit is embedded in each subtraction and u1 is called the base element.
[6] improved Alattar’s scheme by changing the base element into the middle
element (un/2) of the vector to create smaller subtractions. As a result,
watermarked image quality is better. [4] selected an element that has value closed
to the mean of the vector as base element and the embedding technique guarantees
restoring of that base element. [7] chose the base element as [6] but embedded as
Lee’s work. Weng et al. [16] applied Alattar’s method with n-1 pixels
(u1 , u 2, , un 1 ) to create n-2 subtractions ui  ui 1 , i  2,3 n  1 based on two
neighbouring elements to embed n-2 bits. The last subtraction was established by
PEE method to hide 1 bit in itself. The larger size of the vector is, the higher
capacity is. The vector should be checked if it is expandable and changeable
before embedding data. However, [4] or [7] did not consider those conditions so
they did not evaluate exactly the embedding ability. Alattar and Weng based
methods had troubles of overflow or underflow, especially for large size vector
due to the performance of a large number of operations. These methods only
executed the vector with 3 or 4 pixels in practice because of exponential computing
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complexity in terms of the length of the vector. Computing time is inversely
proportional complexity of the embedding capacity. For larger vectors, take a
vector in size of 16 pixels as an example, it is divided into 4 sub-vectors in size of
4 pixels. Then 3 bits could be embedded in each sub-vector. Therefore, only 12
bits were embedded into a vector with 16 pixels. This means that the embedding
ability is not gained as theoretical analysis introduced. This paper proposes the
simple valuation criterion for Alattar or Weng based methods, thereby it reduces
the computational complexity while increases the embedding ability.
Consequently, the capacity of Alattar or Weng based methods is much better.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In section 2, the related works such
as Tian’method, Alattar and Weng’s technique are described. The proposed
expandable and changeable criteria are presented and proved in section 3. In
section 4, the public key fragile watermarking scheme using the proposed
algorithm is presented. The conclusion is revealed in section 5.

2

Related word

2.1 Tian’s method
Tian proposed the reversible method for a pair of pixels, the details of the
method are presented in the Table 1.
Table 1. The Embedding and the extracting procedures of Tian’s method
The embedding procedure
Input: pixels x and y, b is secret bit
Output: x’ and y’
Step 1: Calculate the h and l:
𝑥+𝑦
ℎ = 𝑥 − 𝑦,
𝑙= ⌊
⌋
2
Step 2: Expand h:
ℎ′ = 2ℎ + 𝑏
Step 3: Compute :
𝑥′ = 𝑙 + ⌊

ℎ′ + 1
⌋,
2

ℎ′
𝑦′ = 𝑙 − ⌊ ⌋
2

The extracting procedure
Input: x’ and y’
Output: x, y and b
Step 1: h’ and l is determined:
𝑥′ + 𝑦′
ℎ′ = 𝑥 ′ − 𝑦 ′ , 𝑙 = ⌊
⌋
2
Step 2: Recover vectors B and V:
𝑏 = ℎ′ mod 2
ℎ′

Step 3: Extract x and y: ℎ = ⌊ 2 ⌋,
ℎ+1
ℎ
𝑥 =𝑙+⌊
⌋, 𝑦 = 𝑙 − ⌊ ⌋
2
2

2.2 Alattar and Weng’s methods
In this section, Alattar and Weng’s methods are described. Firstly, the notations
are fixed as the followings: Consider a positive integer n. A host grayscale image
is divided into non-overlapped blocks of n pixels denoted by
U   u1 , u2 ,, un   Z n .The secret message B   b2 ,..., bn   Z 2n 1 is embedded into
vector U. Assume that the corresponding watermarked block is U    u1' ,.., un'   Z n .
Next, the detail of those embedding and restoring methods based on
generalized integer transform are presented in the Tables 2 and Table 3.
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Table 2. The Embedding and the recovering procedures of Alattar’s method
The embedding procedure
Input: Vector U of n pixels and secret bits B
U   u1 , u2 ,, un   Z n , B   b2 ,..., bn   Z 2n 1





Output: U   u ,.., u  Z
Step

'
1

1:

'
n

n





Output:

U   u1 , u2 ,, un   Z n , B   b2 ,..., bn   Z 2n 1

Calculate

the

V   v1 , v2 ,.., vn   Z n :

vector

n u 
i
v1  un   i 1 
n




v j  u j  u1 , j  2..n



(3)

Step 3: Compute U   u ,.., u  Z :
n

(4)

u 'j  v 'j  u1' , j  2..n

,

Step 2: Recover the vectors B and V:
 v'j 
b j  v'j mod 2, v1  v1' , v j    , j  2..n (6)
 2 
Step
3:
Extract
the
vector
U   u1 , u2 ,, un   Z n :

n


 vi' 
u1'  v1   i  2 
 n 



'

v ' j  u ' j  u '1 , j  2..n

(2)

'
n



 n u' 
 i
v  u n   i 1 
 n 



(1)

v1'  v1 ; v 'j  2v j  b j , j  2..n
'
1



'
'
n
Step 1: V  v1 ,.., vn  Z is determined:

'
1

Step 2: 𝑉 ′ ∈ 𝑍 𝑛 is given by equation:



The recovering procedure
Input:
U   u1' ,.., un'  Z n

 n v 
 i
u1  v   i  2  , u j  v j  u1 , j  2..n
 n 


'
1

(5)

Table 3. The Embedding and the recovering procedures Weng’s method
The embedding procedure
Input: Vector U of n pixels and secret bits B
U   u1 , u2 ,, un   Z n , B   b2 ,..., bn   Z 2n 1





Output: U   u ,.., u  Z
'
1

'
n

Step 1: Vector
calculated:

n

 u 
i
v1  un   i 1 
 n 


v j  u j  u j 1 , j  2..n  1

is





(7)
(8)
(9)

Step 2: V  v ,.., v  Z is obtained by
'
n

applying the formula (3).
Step
3:
Compute
'
'
U   u1 ,.., un  Z n :





n

the

vector

  n  2  v2'   n  3 v2'  vn' 1 
u1'  v1'  
 (10)
n 1


ui'  vi'  ui' 1 , j  2
u  v v
'
n

'
n

'
1

n 1



U   u1 , u2 ,, un   Z n , B   b2 ,..., bn   Z 2n 1

n 1

'
1



Output:

V   v1 , v2 ,.., vn   Z n

vn  un  v1

The recovering procedure
Input:
U   u1' ,.., un'  Z n

(11)
(12)

Step
1:
Determine
the
vector
'
'
n
V  v1 ,.., vn  Z as the following equations:





 n 1u ' 
 i
v  u n   i 1 
 n 1 


'
1

'

v 'j  u 'j  u 'j 1 , j  2..n  1

vn'  un'  v1'

Step 2: Recover the vectors B and V by
applying the formulas (6).
Step
3:
Extract
the
vector
n
U   u1 , u2 ,, un   Z :
  n 1  n  i  v 
i

u1  v   i  2
n 1




u j  v j  ui 1 , j  2..n  1
'
1

un  vn  v1
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2.3 Expandable and changeable definitions
Definition 1:
Vector U   u1 , u2 ,, un   Z n is expandable if all 𝑢𝑖′ of 𝑈′ in embedding
procedure satisfy 0 ≤ 𝑢𝑖′ ≤ 255, 𝑖 = 1. . 𝑛.
Definition 2:
′
U   u1 , u2 ,, un   Z n is changeable if all 𝑢𝑖 of 𝑈′ in embedding procedure falls in
the range of [0,255], 𝑖 = 1. . 𝑛 where the transforming V into 𝑉 ′ via equation
(13) instead of formula (3):
𝑣

𝑣1′ = 𝑣1 ; 𝑣𝑗′ = 2 ⌊ 2𝑗 ⌋ + 𝑏𝑗 , 𝑗 = 2. . 𝑛

(13)

Therefore, B and V are recovered in extracting stage by the below equation
instead of formula (6):
𝑣′

𝑏𝑗 = 𝑣𝑗′ 𝑚𝑜𝑑 2, 𝑣𝑗 = 2 ⌊ 2𝑗 ⌋ + 𝑏𝑗 , 𝑗 = 2. . 𝑛
2.4 Comments
The secret data B is embedded into U if all elements of 𝑈′ are in [0,255],
therefore, it’s necessary to check the expandable or changeable condition of U. To
check the expandable or changeable condition of vector U of n pixels, it’s
necessary to test 2𝑛−1 difference vectors 𝑈′ in [0,255] corresponding to 2𝑛−1
difference watermarks 𝐵 of n-1 bits. We have to implement n
multiplications/divisions (excluding the addition or subtraction) to determine 𝑈 ′
of n pixels. 2 × 𝑛 comparing operations are performed to check if each 𝑈 ′ is in
[0,255] or not.
Thus, 2𝑛−1 × 𝑛 multiplications - divisions and 2𝑛 × 𝑛 comparison operators
should be done to examine a vector of n pixels if it is expandable or changeable.
For example, if the host image of 512 × 512 is divided into sub-sequences
(vector) with length n = 16, the number of sequence U is 32768. Then, to
determine whether a sub-sequence is expandable/changeable or not we need to do:
215 × 16 × 32768 = 1719869184
(Multiplications/Divisions)
216 × 16 × 32768 = 34359738368
(Comparison operators)
In fact, [3, 16] and Alattar or Weng’s based methods [4, 6 and 7] are only
experimental for vectors with 3 or 4 pixels. The larger vector size is not feasible
because of the huge computational complexity, but the larger it is, the higher
capacity is. Indeed, to be able to experiment on a 16-element vector, Alattar
separated the vector into four sub-vectors in size of 4. Each sub-vector embeds 3
bits, so there are only 12 bits embedded in the 16-element vector, instead of 15
bits as mentioned theory. We propose algorithms to test the expandability and chan-
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geability of a vector with linear complexity in the length of the vector, the
algorithms lead to significantly reduced computation time. Therefore, a larger size
vector is done, and the high embedding possibility of schemes in [3, 16] as well as
the related schemes [4, 6 and 7] is actually obtained in practical

3 The algorithms
3.1 For Alattar based method
Theorem 1: For a greyscale image – valued vector U   u1 , u2 ,, un  we say U is
expandable if and only if:
n(v1  255)  S AE  n(v1  1)  (n  1)

14 

n  1  n(v1  2vi  255)  S AE  n(v1  2vi  1)  (n  2)

(15)

i  2,3,

,n
n

Where S AE  2 vi
i 2

Proofs: From (2) to (5) formulas, we have:
n
S
 i  2bi 
AE

u  v1 


n


n
S
bi  (n  1)bi 

j  2, j  i
 AE

'
ui  v1  2vi  

n


'
1

(16)

(17)

For simplicity, 𝑀𝑎𝑥 {𝑢1′ |𝐵 = (𝑏2 , ⋯ , 𝑏𝑛 )𝜖𝑍2𝑛−1 }, 𝑀𝑖𝑛 {𝑢1′ |𝐵 =
(𝑏2 , ⋯ , 𝑏𝑛 )𝜖𝑍2𝑛−1 }, 𝑀𝑎𝑥 {𝑢𝑖′ |𝐵 = (𝑏2 , ⋯ , 𝑏𝑛 )𝜖𝑍2𝑛−1 } and 𝑀𝑖𝑛 {𝑢𝑖′ |𝐵 =
(𝑏2 , ⋯ , 𝑏𝑛 )𝜖𝑍2𝑛−1 } are denoted by 𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑢1′ , 𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑢1′ , 𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑢𝑖′ and 𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑖′
respectively.
From (4), (4), (16) and (17), we conclude:
S 
Maxu1'  v1   AE 
 n 

(18)

n  1
S
Minu1'  v1   AE 
n 
 n

(19)

n  1
S
Maxui'  v1  2vi   AE 
n
n 


(20)

n  2
S
Minui'  v1  2vi   AE 
n
n 


Suppose that U is expandable by definition 1, then
Minui'  0, i  1,.., n .

(21)
Maxui'  255

and
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From (18) to (21) equations we get (14) and (15).
Thus, the necessary condition is proven.
In contrast, if formulas (14) and (15) are satisfied then from (18), (19), (20) and
(21) we infer that:
Maxui'  255 and Minui'  0, i  1,.., n .

It derives that U is expandable by definition 1. Therefore, the sufficient condition
is proven.
In conclusion, theorem 1 is proven.
Theorem 2: For a greyscale image – valued vector
changeable if and only if:

U   u1 , u2 , , un  ,

n(v1  255)  S AC  n(v1  1)  (n  1)

we say U is
(22)

v 
v 
n  1  n(v1  2  i   255)  S AC  n(v1  2  i   1)  (n  2)
2
2
i  2,3, , n

(23)

𝑣

Where 𝑆𝐴𝐶 = 2 ∑𝑛𝑖=2 ⌊ 𝑖⌋ , 𝑖 = 2,3. . , 𝑛
2

Proofs:
It derives that U is changeable by definition 2. Thus, the sufficient condition is
proven. In conclusion, theorem 2 is easily obtained from theorem 1: just replace
𝑣𝑖 with ⌊𝑣2𝑖⌋.
3.2 For Weng’s based method
Theorem 3: For a greyscale image – valued vector U   u1 , u2 ,, un  , we say U is
expandable if and only if:
𝑛
𝑣1 − 255 ≤ 𝑇 < 𝑣1 −
(24)
2
𝑘

𝑘

𝑗=2

𝑗=2

(𝑛 − 𝑘 − 1)(𝑛 − 𝑘)
𝑘(𝑘 − 1)
𝑣1 + 2 ∑ 𝑣𝑗 − 255 −
≤ 2𝑇 < 𝑣1 + 2 ∑ 𝑣𝑗 + 1 +
,
2(𝑛 − 1)
2(𝑛 − 1)

𝑘 = 2…𝑛 − 1

(25)

0 ≤ 2𝑣𝑛 + 𝑣1 ≤ 254

(26)

Where 𝑇 =

2 ∑𝑛−1
𝑖=2 (𝑛−𝑖)𝑣𝑖
𝑛−1

Proofs:
From (3), (10), (12), (13), (14) and (15) formulas we get:
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′
(𝑛 − 2)𝑣2′ + (𝑛 − 3)𝑣2′ + ⋯ + 𝑣𝑛−1
𝑢1′ = 𝑣1′ − ⌊
⌋
𝑛−1
= 𝑣1
2(𝑛 − 2)𝑣2 + 2(𝑛 − 3)𝑣3 + ⋯ + 2𝑣𝑛−1 + (𝑛 − 2)𝑏2 + (𝑛 − 3)𝑏3 + ⋯ + 𝑏𝑛−1
−⌊
⌋
𝑛−1

= 𝑣1 − ⌊

𝑛−1
2 ∑𝑛−1
𝑖=2 (𝑛−𝑖)𝑣𝑖 +∑𝑖=2 (𝑛−𝑖)𝑏𝑖

𝑛−1

⌋

(27)

𝑘

𝑢𝑘′

= 𝑣1 + 2 ∑ 𝑣𝑗
𝑗=2

− ⌊𝑇 +

−𝑏2 − 2𝑏3 − ⋯ (𝑘 − 1)𝑏𝑘 + (𝑛 − 𝑘 − 1)𝑏𝑘+1 + ⋯ + 𝑏𝑛−1
𝑛−1

⌋

𝑘 = 2…𝑛 − 1

(28)

𝑢𝑛′ = 2𝑣𝑛 + 𝑏𝑛 + 𝑣1

(29)

We find that:
𝑀𝑎𝑥 𝑢1′ = 𝑣1 − ⌊𝑇⌋

(30)

𝑀𝑖𝑛 𝑢1′ = 2𝑣1 − ⌊𝑇 +

𝑛−2
2

⌋

(31)
𝑘(𝑘−1)

𝑀𝑎𝑥 𝑢𝑘′ = 𝑣1 + 2 ∑𝑘𝑗=2 𝑣𝑗 − ⌊𝑇 − 2(𝑛−1)⌋,
𝑀𝑖𝑛 𝑢𝑘′ = 𝑣1 + 2 ∑𝑘𝑗=2 𝑣𝑗 − ⌊𝑇 +

(𝑛−𝑘−1)(𝑛−𝑘)
2(𝑛−1)

⌋,𝑘 = 2 … 𝑛 − 1

(32)

𝑀𝑎𝑥 𝑢𝑛′ = 2𝑢𝑛 − ̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝑢𝑛−1 + 1

(33)

𝑀𝑖𝑛 𝑢𝑛′ = 2𝑢𝑛 − 𝑢
̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝑛−1

(34)

Assumes

that

U

is

expandable

by

definition

1,

then

Maxu  255 and Minu  0, i  1,.., n
'
i

'
i

From (30) to (34) formulas we get (24), (25) and (26).
So, the necessary condition is proven.
In contrast, if formulas (24), (25) and (26) are satisfied then from (30) to (34)
formulas we infer that:
Maxui'  255 and Minui'  0, i  1,.., n .

It derives that U is expandable by definition 1. Thus, the sufficient condition is
proven.
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In conclusion, theorem 3 is proven.
Theorem 4
For a greyscale image – valued vector U   u1 , u2 ,, un  , we say U is changeable if
and only if:
𝑣1 − 255 ≤ 𝑄 < 𝑣1 −
𝒗

𝑛
2

𝑣1 + 2 ∑𝑘𝑗=2 ⌊ 𝒋 ⌋ − 255 −
𝟐

(𝑛−𝑘−1)(𝑛−𝑘)
2(𝑛−1)

𝒗

𝑘(𝑘−1)

≤ 𝑄 < 𝑣1 + 2 ∑𝑘𝑗=2 ⌊ 𝒋 ⌋ − 1 +
,𝑘 =
𝟐
2(𝑛−1)

2…𝑛 − 1
𝑣

0 ≤ 2 ⌊ 2𝑛 ⌋ + 𝑣1 ≤ 254

Where: 𝑄 =

𝑣𝑖
2 ∑𝑛−1
𝑖=2 (𝑛−𝑖)⌊ ⌋
2

𝑛−1

Proofs
Theorem 4 is easily proven from theorem 3 by replacing 𝑣𝑖 with ⌊𝑣2𝑖⌋.
3.3 Experiment results
We use the images of 256x256 as demonstrated in Fig.1 to evaluate the
complexity of our proposed methods, compared with that of the related schemes.
The experimental results are shown in Tables 4 through 9. From the tables, we can
see that the smaller value in each table entry reveals the low scheme’s complexity.

Lena

Airplane

Pepper

Fig. 1. Host Images
Table 4. Complexity of Alattar’s method for Lena
Vector
size
4
9
16

Alattar’s method
Expandable Changeable
11.2856
11.6785
142.1508
150.3140
N/A
N/A

Improved Alattar’s method
Expandable Changeable
1.81652
1.98
0.9538
0.9194
0.5647
0.5113
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Table 5. Complexity of Alattar’s method for Airplane
Vector
size
4
9
16

Alattar’s method
Expandable Changeable
10.7947
15.2970
132.8403
184.6235
N/A
N/A

Improved Alattar’s method
Expandable Changeable
1.7221
2.0622
0.8272
1.0993
0.5506
0.6906

Table 6. Complexity of Alattar’s method for Pepper
Vector
size
4
9
16

Alattar’s method
Expandable Changeable
11.4777
12.0461
157.2067
150.4259
N/A
N/A

Improved Alattar’s method
Expandable Changeable
1.8658
1.9657
0.906988
0.9684
0.582164
0.5684

Table 7. Complexity of Weng’s method for Lena
Vector
size
4
9
16

Weng et al’s method
Expandable
11.2568
135.6471
N/A

Changeable
10.8362
138.6591
N/A

Improved Weng et al’s
method
Expandable Changeable
1.9669
2.2394
0.91460
1.0464
0.6361
0.6535

Table 8. Complexity of Weng’s method forAirplane
Vector
size
4
9
16

Weng et al’s method
Expandable
11.7181
141.4106
N/A

Changeable
12.0886
160.1235
N/A

Improved Weng et al’s
method
Expandable Changeable
6.5977
2.6178
2.5938
1.1787
0.7374
0.7080

Table 9. Complexity of Weng’s method for Pepper
Vector
size
4
9
16

Weng et al’s method
Expandable
11.8727
156.4367
N/A

Changeable
12.5161
160.4357
N/A

Improved Weng et al’s
method
Expandable Changeable
1.9214
2.1564
0.9198
0.9592
0.5871
0.5912
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Tables 4 through 9 show that the time consuming of the proposed methods is
much lower than the related works. This means that applying the proposed
methods in reversible data hiding or watermarking schemes can reduce the
computing complexity of Alattar and Weng based methods. On the other hand,
proposed evaluations if block changeable are simple, so the high embedding
capacity of the Alattar and Weng methods actually achieve theoretical analysis.

4 The public key fragile watermarking scheme
We use the SHA1 as our hash function and the RSA public key encryption
algorithm for encoding and decoding.
4.1 Watermark Embedding
The watermark embedding procedures of the proposed public key fragile scheme
for authentication problem is shown in Fig. 2.
Private K1
Host image I

Embedding

RSA_coding

SHA1
H code

Watermark
W

Watermarked
image I

W
W

Fig. 2. Watermark embedding
In the first step of algorithm, we apply hash function SHA1 into a host image I to
obtain the hash code denoted H. H is a bit array of 512. Then we manipulate the
RSA coding algorithm taking H code and private key K1 as inputs, the output is
watermark W. Finally, we get the watermarked image by employing the
embedding procedures shown in Table 2 or Table 3.
4.2 Authentication procedure
The watermarked image I′ may be attacked by different operations in
transmission. Subsequently, the receiver obtains an attacked image I ∗ . The
determining the integrity of the image I ∗ is shown in the fig. 3.
Public key K2

W∗
𝐼∗

RSA_decoding

H ∗∗
0/1

ng

Recovering

̃I

SHA1

Fig 3. Authentication process

H∗
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The fig.3 presents that, at first extracted watermark W ∗ and recovered image ̃I
are restored from image 𝐼 ∗ by using the recovering procedure in Table 2 or Table
3 in section 2.2. Next, we apply the hash function SHA1 into image Ĩ to get the
hash code H ∗ . The RSA decoding algorithm then is used with public key K2 as an
input, its output is hash code H ∗∗ decrypted from watermark W ∗ . In the last step,
H ∗ is compared to H ∗∗ , if H ∗ = H ∗∗ then we conclude that the watermarked
image I′ is integrity otherwise the watermarked image I′ was attacked illegally.
Since the watermark is representative of the whole image and is defined by the
hash function, every tiny change of pixels will result in the different hash code.
Therefore, the proposed watermarking scheme is able to detect any tiny changed
pixels.

5 Conclusion
This paper introduces the algorithms with linear complexity regard to the length
of vector to check the expandability and changeability of a vector based on Alattar
and Weng’s methods. As a result, both of the procedures of embedding and
extracting are speeded up as well as the embedding capacity is higher. This
improvement is extremely important for watermarking systems in practical, when
ones often have to work with large-scale vectors and large size of watermarks.
The experimental results showed that the scheme using the proposed expandable
and changeable criteria is much better than the others in terms of computational
complexity and embedding capacity. Moreover, the public key reversible
watermarking based on the two procedures is able to detect any unauthorized
attacks on watermarked images.
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